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Dedication

o the trailblazers of the spirit, whose
visions pierce the veil of time, this work is
dedicated.

May your insights guide us through shadows, your
wisdom illuminate the darkest paths,nand your
courage inspire generations to come. In honor of
the Seer Generation, may your visions shape a
future where light triumphs over the encroaching
night.
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About the Author

rophet Dr. PD John, a luminary in the
Seer Ministry, serves as God's Mouthpiece,
bringing forth divine revelations to the

body of Christ. A seasoned seer himself, he has left
an indelible mark on the spiritual landscape.

Hailing from humble beginnings as a Muslim, his
journey to Christianity was marked by rejection,
persecution, and trials that molded him into a
resilient and impactful figure. Under the
mentorship of the esteemed Prophet Passion Java,
Prophet Dr. PD John emerged as a spiritual heir,
carrying forward a legacy of insight and revelation.

Married to Prophetess Jesca, the union blessed
with a daughter named Rebekah, Prophet Dr. PD
John's personal life reflects the grace and favor he
imparts through his ministry. With nearly two
decades of dedicated service, he has traversed the
globe, spreading the transformative power of the
Seer Ministry.
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In his writings, experience the profound
revelations that have shaped his spiritual journey
and contributed to the global impact of the Seer
Generation. Prophet Dr. PD John invites you to
delve into a world where divine visions guide the
path to a deeper understanding of God's purpose
and the unfolding end-time ministry.



Preface

n the tapestry of divine revelation, there
emerges a thread woven by the Seer
Generation—a generation uniquely anointed

to pierce the veils of the spiritual realm. "The Rise
of the Seer Generation: End Time Ministry"
unfolds as a testament to the profound journey
embarked upon by Prophet Dr. PD John.

Within these pages, discover the intricate layers of
the Seer Ministry, where the author, God's chosen
mouthpiece, shares insights drawn from personal
experiences and a spiritual heritage rooted in the
prophetic lineage. As a seer himself, Prophet Dr.
PD John's narrative transcends mere words; it is
an invitation to traverse the realms of visions,
spiritual warfare, and the global impact of this
generation.

From the author's early struggles as a convert from
Islam to the triumphs in the face of rejection and
persecution, witness the shaping of a vessel, finely
tuned to interpret the signs of our times. This book
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serves as a guide, unveiling the mysteries of the
Seer Generation and its pivotal role in the
unfolding end-time ministry.

As we journey through these chapters, may the
reader be inspired to embrace the call to spiritual
insight and find resonance with the transformative
narratives woven into the fabric of "The Rise of
the Seer Generation." May it be a source of
enlightenment, encouragement, and empowerment
for those seeking a deeper understanding of God's
divine plan in these tumultuous times.
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